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THE LINDENWOOD COLLEGES

April 20, 1970

Vol. 2, No. 11

Annex Lounge still
closed to females
The Ayres Annex lounge will
remain closed to female guests
for the remainder or this year,
accordlng to Dean Gary H. Quehl
in a recent letter to Bart Gill,
the Hall Council, and the men
or Ayres Annex. In his letter,
Dean Quehl referred to the
desire of the men or the Annex
to have t.he restriction removed as "a modest proposal"
and said "you should have a
lounge in which to entertain female guests." However, he
continued, due to the physical layout or the Annex, it will
be impossible to open the lounge
for the remainder of the year.
Re cited the fact that t.he
lounge is located "smack in
the center or a living unit that
has been restricted to male
students." lie also explained
that, were t.he lounge to be
opened, "there is no way for
many of the men of The Annex
to move to and Crom the shower
without having to cross through
what would become a 'public'
access area."
Alt.hough many students were
under the impression t.hat Ayres
Annex lounge was open to female
guests during the Fall term,
Dean Quehl explained that it
had officially been restricted
to
male students all year.
"There may have been some
confusion at the beginning of
the year," he said.
The restriction to male students, however, has only been
enforced s Ince January. The enforcement of the restriction

Financial situation 'critical'
for Mo. Private Institutions

prompted the circulation of a
petition calling for the lounge
to be opened which was signed
by fifteen of the sixteen residents of the Annex.
John Anthony Brown, PresiIn his reply Dean Quehl dis- dent oC the Independent Colleges
counted the possibility of sol- Association stated that "some
ving the problem this year. He
colleges in the private sector
stated, "While many of us might will not be able to continue" if
conjure up a number of plans Missouri does not impliment
for dealing with this problem at least "a modest scholar(e.g. scheduling lounge time shlp approach" to individual
and shower time so they do not students attending private insticoincide; establishing an ac- tutions in the state.
ceptable mode of dress for
These "won't be only the
passlng back and forth to the
shower, etc.), each plan would smaJler, weaker colleges but
probably fail to solve the pi- some or the stronger." Those
votal issue In the case: Two institutions are heavily indebtlife styles cannot be maintained ed by self improvement proon this campus in a single grams and he likened their
facility unless the nature of that plight to that of St. Louis Unifacility allows each style to versity which ''has closed its
exist with a high degree of Engineering School, its Dental
School.•.'' thus, has "retrenchphysical separation."
He said that to attempt to ac- ed and is threatened with a
commodate two life styles in critical financial situation," as
the Annex would beg the ques- are other independents.
Brown further commented in
tion or intervisltatlon, an issue already resolved as a pol- an interview that Missouri is
one of the Cew states with an
icy matter for 1970-71.
If the Annex were to be used industrial base that does not
as a residence next year, Dean provide state aid to independent
Quehl stated, then it would make college students. •Iowa, Kansas,
good sense to request the Busi- Illinois, and California, just to
ness Office to build a restroom name four among many, have
and shower facility at the op- such programs." The President
posite end of the corridor. How- stated that Missouri, for some
ever he concluded, since the reason, has misunderstood the
Annex wlll become a part of proposal or 'Tuition Equalizaa larger men's dormitory next tion;• the state underwrites a
year , "there is no justification portion of the difference in tuiat this time for incurring such tion cost between a public institution and a private instituan expense."

Wo1nen 'sLiheration 'wastes
time and energy for all'
Sister Cecelia voldman, fifth
speaker in LC rs Symposia
series began her remarks with
the premise that "Women's Liberation is a game." Speaking
on KCJ..C-FM April 8th she went
on to demonstrate why she felt
that those involved with that
movement were wasting their
time and energy.
To demonstrate this she deline.ated what she Celt was the
" common enemy" of Blacks
and all women -the white man• s
system. According to Sister
Cecelia, it was only by the
elimination of this structure,
which perpetuated oppression,
that everyone could come together as human beings. The
structure was evident, she said,
in the church, the education system and the media.
Expanding her comments on
the church she noted: "The
church never has and never intended to recognize the women
nor the Black man. It is a very
large part of the establishment, and as such is not ready
to stand up and be counted upon
to defend the principles of Jesus.
The Church, has never, in
fact, been involved with humanity.
The White Man's

11

President John A. Brown.
tion on a "per student basis."
Brown emphasized that" current facilities at Missouri private colleges could accommodate rive thousand students (faculty and buildings) which would
require large expenditures iC
t.hey were taken in by public
institutions." The savings to the
taxpayer are obvious, he concluded.
With the impact of independents on Missouri education
with "34% oC the B.A. degrees
awarded, 47% of the Ph. D.
degrees awarded, 43% oC the
dentists, 65% of the pharmacists, and 69% of the physicians graduated, the plight of
the private sector is critical.''
At this stage, he stated, "the
scholarship approach to indl-

Photo by O'Brien

vidual students would... offer
the kind of support he or sho
would receive if" attending a
public institution. It is a problem the Missouri legislature
must confront soon to ease the
current crisis, he sald. Un less
this ls clone, "the private sector will wither and become
a less potent force" in ~Ussouri education.
Brown pointed out that "Wo
have many friends in Jefferson City who have reconsidered their position on this question" since last year (A bill
supporting the • scholarship
approach" was defeated). Still,
"Missouri has been reluctent•
to undertake a serious study

See State Aid, Page 3

· L. C. participates
in Earth Day teach-in

Sister Cecelia Goldman and Mr. Vernon FaJls during a Women's
Liberation discussion at Lindenwood.
Photo by O"Brien

Church In America has programmed its members to be
morally corrupt - to be racist
and materialistic."
Sister Cecelia said that her
Vow of Poverty upon entering Sisterhood was In truth a
"Vow of Hypocrisy.'' She pointed out that The Church owns
great portions or property and
yet is constantly asking for

more money to build new church
buildings; this plea of poverty
is a weapon or the church to
convert people to their way or
thinking.
The church, according to Sister Cecelia had exploited others
by sending missionaries to
brainwash the people of other
See Women's Liberation. Page 3

In response to the growing
controversy over pollution,the
Lindenwood campus will participate in the nationwide Enviromental Teach-in to be held
on April 22. The Teach-in,
organized on this campus by
Dr. Patrick Delaney, will Include a series of group discussions designed to make participants aware or possible solutions to ecological problems.
The discussions will begin
at 9:00 a.m. on the 22nd. Interested faculty members,students, and administrators will
attend this session and present
their own ideas on pollution.
Dr. Delaney said that response
to his request for speakers
had been "terrific." A panel
or Cour £acuity members Ors.
Bornmann,
Moore, Bartholomew, and Eckert, has evolved to start the discussions.

Several other Cacult;y and students have volunteered
with
Ideas which they will prepare
and present.
At 1:30 p.m. Dr. Daryl J.
Anderson will speak on the
topic or "Environmental .Problems in St. Charles." Small
groups will Corm after Dr. Anderson's lecture to contfrue
t.he discussion.
Dr. Delaney ls hopeful that
citizens or the St. Charles area
will be involved in the Teachin. The Count;y Library Association has publicized the event through their mailing list
which reaches some 5000 county
residents. Also t.he Lincoln and
St. Charles Medical Associations have expressed great interest in t.he day' s activities
and are informing their memberships.

THE IBIS, PAGE TWO

Wall a challenge President's Council defeats
proposal 'Open House'
The Pl"esident's Council voted to defeat L.C.l's
'Open House' proposal on
April 16th. Administrators
and Faculty joined forces to demand a clarification or
the meaning of 'open house
as opPosed to intervisitation'.
Pn,;iJent John AnthOI\Y Brown
stated that the Council could not act until the c larl!icatlon was made. The proposal, as presentesd
s,11, as presented by SAPresident Patricia Uren, was supported by L.C.U's Community Manlij;er Tom Greer.

Mr. Eric Bransby.
Illustrating his discussion o(
"The Art or Mural Painting"
with slides of contemporary as
well as classical works or art,
Eric Bransby, presently of the
University o( Missouri at Kansas City, described the functlon and techniques of mural
paintings at a lecture on April 8.
Bransby believes that work in
research interferes somewhat
in the Ceelings of an artist. The
tendency is to become "detached and rather pedantic about
the creative process." There is
a challenge topaintingona wall;
the architectural voids and elements must Cind a counterpoint
in the mural and each situation
evokes a dillerent response to
the limitations.
As a person, the artist is
subject to good, bad, and mediocre days. The media requires
that he work for extended periods of time on one work so he
hopes that the good days will
outnumber the others. Because
he ls working on a scafCold in
front or a wall, Instead of the
proverbial easel, he feels a
sense or performance that of
being on a stage, and of excitement. Bransby gave an example or an artist who became
so carried away with his
murals that he painted with both
hands simultaneously.
As a function or the architectural structure, the modular
units and mathematical proportions or the room must be
renected in the mural. It also
borrows its color values from
the building. Because or the
common light source, the figures in the room should Identlfy with the work. The original
purpose for which he Is commissioned also restricts the
artist. Bransby feels that he is
constantly challenged by these
llmiting factors to create a
mural which will be an integral
part of its surroundings while
maintaining its place as a separate art form.

Photo by Lysne

Patty Uren, Student Association President, felt that the
reason for the failure oCthe first
proposal was due to the lack of
nexibility in the original plan.
Most or the opposition toward
the
past proposal centered
around the amount of privacy
that the students would have if
Open House passed.
The present proposal, as stated
by Miss Uren, ''is more or

an Open House system rather
The students of LC I voted • than Inter visitation
itseif.W
176 to 59 in favor of the SatWith the prospect or having
urday Open House pr oposal
Open House only on alternate
which would allow visitors in
Saturdays, those students who
women• s dorms on alternate
did not wish to be burdened by
Saturdays from noon to six p.m.
the policy would not have to be.
This second proposition conMiss Uren further added that
cerning lntervisitation offered by "we are already used to having

In planning a mural's composition he said that rooms are
used to anticipate distortion
and to allow the artist to retain
his sense of proportion and,
even more Important, his sanity. In Italy when murals first
became popular during the 14th
century, a full scale drawing,
or cartoon, was traced onto the
wall. A paper shortage prevented the later use or this
technique so that a rought sketch
of the entire drawing had to be
made on the plaster undercoat.
The use of snap lines and coordinate drawings also helped the
artist. Because the set or his
scaffold
can't be readily
changed, the horizontal divisions are dictated by its position.
To prepare a wall ror a mural,
a metal lathe acts as a backing
for the heavily scratched first
coat. The scratching helps hold
on the second, or brown, coat.
This surface is leveled oCI and
wet just before the plaster is
applied to give the artist more
painting time. IC he should be
so unfortunate as to apply more
surface than he can paint, Bransby commented, he must chip it
ocr and start all over again the
next day. Painting is done in
color blocks Crom the top down
and the left across.
Mural painting reached its
peak during the fifteenth century In Italy. The basic strucTen of the twelve new R.A.'s chosen for nex t year. Busy
tural unit In the then-popular
late Gothic style was the solid, schedules delayed compiling the complete list of assistants until
massive wall. Because of the after Spring Break.
sunl\Y atmosphere there were
Photo by O'Brien
few windows, a perfect situation
for the rise or the mural. l\iany
Several incidents arose to committee, Dean Sandra Thoartists were caught between exdelay a final decision or resimas, Theresa Nagle, Mrs. Roupressing this monumentality dent assistants Cor the 1970-71 debush, Susan Schroeder, and
and the freedom of the archiacademic year. A semi-com- Susan Kiser, the two students
tecture in the rising Renaisplete list has been compiled
members were unable to meet
sance style.
but further deliberation delays
at the period assigned. The
Other Influences in thegrowthe presentation or a final list.
interviews were held after stuing art were the brilliant color
A committee or five memdents returned Crom vacation.
or stone and wood inlays, the
bers was selected by Dean1'hoOat patternlng of tapestries,
Twelve girls were apPOinted,
mas to review petitions for the
and the sense of form in mass
however, since the appointposition and interview candifound in sculpture.
ments one resignation has been
dates. Originally the interviews
submitted. The resignation has
were scheduled for the week
brought up other names (or a
proceeding spring break. Howperspective replacement.
ever, delay in sending out peA completed list or resident
titions and busy schedules or
assistants for the 1970-71 accommittee members moved the
ademic year is expected to be
interviews to the two days prior
submitted in the coming week.
to the break. Of the original
a dance will be held.

Committee reviews
R.A. p etitions

Front campus Carnival
due April 24 weekend
The Lindenwood Colleges will
hold a Tent Festival and Carnival this month. The dates set
for the festival weekend are the
24th and 25th of April, and it
will be held on front campus.
Activities will include a picnic,
carnival booths, and a dance.
Bonnie Bogden, Vice President of Public Relations said
that the weekend would start
Friday night with a picnic dinner. Following that) Imlrildis
has been invited to perform.
From 7:30 to 11:00 o'clock

the Ibis was presentedbytheStudent Association to LC I and
submitted to Pr esident' s Council on April 16.

SatunSay' s carnival will begin
at 11:30 a.m. Each dorm will
be represented at a booth selling refreshments or supervising games. The afternoon festivities will end at 5:00 p.m.
but another dance is scheduled for that evening. It is Miss
Bogden•s hope to have this dance
held off campus, however, if
it is impossible to do so.,plans
will be made for it to be hosted on the LC campus.

this type or set-up in the example or Cotillion weekend, and
that it seems necessary to take
any steps gradually at this
point."
This campus-wide issue has
important ramifications for
prospective students as well,
as current residents. Miss Uren
remarked, "if the i)roposal is
passed it will then become necessary to make prospective student s aware of the Open !louses
policy before they are accepted.••
Miss Uren had a[(irmed an
optimistic outlook toward the
passing or the proposal, but
she added that there is the posibility or having Open Houses
on a trial basis for the r est
of this semester. If this comes
into effect, the policy will then
go into active participation beginn~ in the fall term.

T.V. system
for campus
The Communication Arts Department is in the process or
developing a closed- circuit TV
system to be centered on the
Lindenwood campus. The system, as described by Craig
Carlson, Chairman of the CA
Department, will serveathreefold purl)Ose.
First, the facilities will be
available to the college to film
and record special events and
activities on campus.
The CCT \' will also be open
Cor use in all areas or the
curriculum and its varied capabilities may be utilized by
any academic department. An
example of this is micro-education,
which, through a split
screen. will show simultaneously a student lecturing and
ti,e reaction or her class. The
system's capability of stop
action will be valuable to programs in the performing arts
along with its usefulness in
presenting lectures and demonstrations.
Finally, the CCTV will be
used within the CA Department
for classroom study and student experimentation. The system will provide students with
experience in working with the
media not available in the past.
The CCTV will consist o( a
studio center in the MAB, two
video tape cameras, a recording system, and monitors In
various locations on campus.
Purchase or the equipment
is already underway. The system is being financed through
a grant from the Federal Government.

Go fly a kite!
Watch for t he Ben (Baby)
~rankl in kite flying contes1

April 25
ARA Senice Inc.
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Student Police Board look:s forward
"I don't believe in the generation gap. It is, instead,a
communication gap. In most
problem ar eas there is either
a lack of information or incorrect information." Thus Marvin W. Grimmer, Chief of the
St. Charles Police summed up
the main problem facing the
Student /Po 1ice Relations
Board.
The board was established
February 8th1, 1970. (see IBIS
2/ 18/70, vol.2 no. 7) Its members (students Patricia Uren,
Bonnie Bogden, Thomas Greer,
Charles Moore and police Chief
C.H. Moore and Patty Uren- two members of the Stu~ent
Police Board.
Photo by O Brien Grimmer and Detective A1 Regot) have, since then, handled
several cases. Under theguidlines of the board a student
member is always contacted
when a student becomes involved with the police before proceedings are continued beyond
the tramc violation level.These
cases are later reviewed by the
board to clear up any possible
misunderstandings. The board
will also investigate, informalOnce again a student walkOn April 14th Mr. Harig said
ly, any accusation made against
ing on back campus past Niethat the representatives of the
calls Hall on weekends will hear two student governments had not the police by students, should
such complaints ar ise.
laughter and see students danc- set an alternate date for their
Chief Grimmer felt it is very
ing to the music of the juke meeting and he was assuming
important
to air both sides of
box in tl\e Wooden Niccoli. The disinterest of their pa.rt and
an issue. He knows it is imStudent Union which has been was not forcing the issue beportant that police see the stuclosed since March 3 when cause the reopening had to be
dent point of view but also stres all students received a memo a student operation. When asked ·
sed the necessity of young peofrom Thomas Harig, Business about Miss Packard's plan he
ple understanding the r easoning
Manager, was reopened, pro- stated that the Wooden Niccoll
of the police. "Only then,n he
visionally on April 16th. The would probably re-open beginemphas ized, "are linesofcommemo cited r epeated robberning April 16th if Miss Packmunications r eally open."
ies and vandalism as reasons ard would come in and discuss
Chief Grimmer said that the
for the closing but also exthe details of her plan with
board had ''begun to eliminate
pressed willingness to have the him.
rumors and false information
student Union re-opened as soon
Mr. Harig also mentioned
and is now building a bridge
as the students offered a workthat at some time in the fubetween students and police."
able proposal to prevent such ture a member of the Tea Hole
He noted that its full potential
occurences.
staff might be given the job had not been realized this year
Mr. Harig received one plan of monitor but probably not
because of the lack or time,
from Mary Ellen Packard offeruntil next year. This employee
but that next year,there should
ing to have a student monitor would take order s for the Tea
be a full understanding between
three nights a week, Thursday, Hole and deliver the food to
students and police.
Fridey, and Saturday. Her plan the Student Union a certain
provided . the names of three number of times per night.
people who w~re .will~ to work
\\/hen Miss Uren was asked
those nights and offered to find about the Union still being
more people to work the other
closed, she said that she felt
days of thtJ week.
that Harig was not very interAnother detailed plan includested in reopening the Wooding the r emoval of some venden Niccoli. However, it will be
ing machines, was proposed open three nights a week, acin the March 16th IBIS. The cording to the plan offered by
Student Association approved
Miss Packard. ·Mr. Harig pointthe IBIS plan and was to get ed out that if the students wish
the names of people to act as to have the Union ceAter open
The Spanish Club's program
monitors. A meeting was schedother nights and are willing
of Spanish flamenco guitar, peruled for April 7th among Tom to act as monitor one night a
formed by Mr. W. L. Jones, in
Greer, Patty Uren and Mr.
week or even one night every
Roemer Auditorium on April
Harig; that meeting never octwo weeks they should contact
14, was well received by Lincured because Miss Uren was either his office .or Mary Ellen
denwood students. The concert
delayed by the air controllers
Packara.
reflected various moods of flamenco music, including' 'nostalgic melodies. • the distinct
rhythm pattern. . . graceful ness. . . and light-hearted •. .
flamenco dances." Also presented was a flamenco interpretation of "Mrs. Robinson." The
audience responded to the per formance with a standing ovation.
Mr. Jones, a self-ta\€ht, lefthanded guitarist, is presently
a student at Florissant Valley
Community College, majoring
in Russian. He acquired his

Wooden Niccoli
reopened on

April l 6 "siek-"'"

Detective Lt. Al Regot of the Student Police Relations Board.
Photo by O'Brien

Women's Liberation

Accepting each other
is togetherness key
Cont. from page one

them.
Sister Cecelia practiced her
lands, to convert them to our brand of human betterment in
value system. She indicated that the Church for about 8 years
she had been asked to leave which is, she believes, why she
the Marykrloll Order because was shipped to St. Louis inthe church has no way of deal- stead of somewhere else. It
ing with those who are really took her one year in St. Louis
committed to the betterment of to " realize what was going on
mankind.
.
During the discussion, Sister . . . White people pushing White
Cecelia made reference to The_ values on other folks, so I got
Church which says that "Christ involved. I tried to listen ••..
tried to learn . • went to ACTION
came to find a kingdom of peopel - what happened was the meetings and met Percy
church." This was how she Green." (see IB1S, Nov. 10,
1969). She said she found peointerpreted the situation.
ple very unwilling to donate
She felt that the youth were any money to the ACTION moverejecting the church 100r e and ment as they constantly had to
more each year and t hat the r eal ask "how are you going to use
revolution in our society today this money?" and she said she
was taking place on the college always felt this implied, "Are
campus - where the middle you going to use it for guns?"
class were rejecting their
"You have got to start trust- t
father's values. The young peoing people. . • • It is Il\Y hope
ple she felt were trying to tell that some day we will be able
us so much but the older gento accept each other and love
eration did not want to listen, and Jive together and no one
because it is threatening to
will be hurt." she said.
'

dominion

Students hear
•
•
flamenco guitarist

State Aid

Each person should be
able to choose his future
Cont. from page one

of the dilemma "such as that
instituted by (former Governor
Ottori<erner of Illinois, who
established a 'blue-ribbon'
committee to investigate the
situation of IJlinois' private lnstitutions!' As a result, Ill.inois
"jumped in" to solve the crisis.
Dr. Brown favors such an
approach to further educate the

public of Missouri to the problem but is • 'frankly pessimistic'' about being impaneled.
"All we are saying," he
stressed, "is that each individual should be able to choose
a public or private institution
as his needs dictate.'' It is
not unreasonable he should be
able to expect the same amount
of aid, if any, "regardless of
that choice."

SWING AT THE

OCELOT
CLUB
w.t.-Thru.-s.t.

u.. mulic aM c11n11,.
7a1 Natural Bridle

ur:er
aOn

training in Russian as an interpreter during his two tour s of
duty in the Navy. Jones has
performed at many colleges in
the area, including the University of Kansas, and Merarnec
Community College in Kirkwood.
Flamenco music, Mr. Jones
explained at the reception in
McCluer Hall following the concert, is based on sixteen rhythm
patterns, and was influenced
greatly by the Arabic- Moorish
occupation of Spain. This innuence is evidenced in the widespread use of minor scales.
Typical of flamenco guitars are
the furies of notes, multiply
strummed chords, and rhythmic striking of the guitar itselt

find Your Date
By
Computer

fire Dates-$6
ANYTIME 181-8100

Man will never really conquer
the atom until he conquers his
fear of the atom - his fear 01
annihilation. He needs a spiritual understanding of himself, of
the universe, and of God. You are
invited to hear a one-hour
public lecture on this subjec
by Jules Cern of The Christiafi
Science Board of Lectureship.
The title is "Christian Science .
Dominion Over the Atom."

cnrtsllan Science lecture

Sponsored By:
'flRST CHURCH OF CHRIST
SCIENTIST
1140 Tompkins St., St. Charles
SATURDAY, MAY 2,3:00 P.M
:
Nursery Available in
I
Church Edifice

I

Admission Free • Everyone is welcome

,J
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Ed itoria ls

Flipper for Pres.
By the time that this is read the President of next year's
Student Association of LC I will be known. It seems strange
to us that this vital political event, probably the most important election of the year, should pass in an atmosphere of such
little concern. Certainly there is inter est. Posters abound in all
the usual places; discussion can be heard at most cafeter ia
tables; the candidates are out meeting their constituents. But
there is little concern among students.
An example of this interested but not concerned attitude
occurred on Sunday, April 12. The two declared candidates
were scheduled to meet with residents of each of the women's
dormitories in their own living room. The candidates worked
hard on preparing positions and statements and arrived in good
time at McCluer where the fiasco, for such was the outcome,
began. Some nine or ten girls showed up to question their
prospective leaders. Hardly what you would call a good house,
particularily when you consider that the event had been announced
at a dorm meeting the previous week. But it was the best of a
very 1 poor night. The nine or ten McCluerites, some recruited
at the last minute, some using the lounge for something else
and caught up in the politics by accident, actually represented
"rocko-socko business " for the earnest duo. F r om there on in
it was almost all down hill, culminating in Sibley where no one,
that's right, no one, came at all.
The campus may well be buzzing with interes t over the
election but concern with what the contenders are going to do if
and when elected'? We are extremely skeptical. It seems that
the election will be won on personality, not issues. The informal
advertising, meeting and greeting campaigns are in full swing
but pleasant though these are, they cannot fill the information
gap which exists, now that the opportunity for reasoned presentation and confrontation has been passed up.
Our feeling of gloom might be alleviated if these meetings
had not been well publicized, but, the fact is, they were. The
complete schedule was announced to each woman student through
the mail. Yet no one, or almos t no one, expressed her concern
for the future by attending. It is fortunate indeed that this lack of
concern will not be exploited this year. If one followed it to its
natural conclusion, Flipper w.ould be a shoe-in here. After all
he has plenty of personality. It is small wonder that God chose
Sunday night at six-thirty to visit us with a raging thunderstorm. He was probably angered. We don't wish to jump on an
illustrious band wagon, but so are we.

If at first ...
In reference to a past issue of the newspaper (Ibis-Needed
Informality Feb. 18, 1970), we proposed that the President of LC I.
and the Community Manager of LC Il submit to their constituencies and the necessary administrators that one Wednesday in April
be set aside for the purpose of an all day campus Retreat Day.
The s~g~est.ed day would include discussion group meetings,
and part1c1pation would depend on interest. The usual routines
of an ordinary day involving classes and convocations would be
cancelled. Also ther e would be a suspension of rules and administrative offices would close.
•
Thus far, our action on the above said proposal has been neglected by Administrators, Community Manager of LC n and President of LC I alike. We realize the importance held for this proposal by many students and we now ask why there has been no
activity on this issue?
We take no small pleasure in initiating proposals to the necessary governing circles. We are at a loss when not so much as
a comment is offered to a proposal of this importance. It would
~ppear rather negating to our effectiveness on this campus when an
issue such as the one mentioned above is literally lost in oblivion
through a lack of any proper consideration.
Therefore, we would again like to propose t hat a plan be enacted
campus-wide concerning the possibility of one Wednesday in Apr il
or May to be set aside for the purpose of an all campus Retreat
Day. Time, at this point, is the major factor with this semester
drawing to a close in a few weeks. If at first we don't succeed
we will definitely always try again, if and when the case war~
rants it, and the community obviously needs it.

Problems resolved, but 'not in the streets'
One of the most disturbing aspects of community relations last fall was student-police relations in St. Charles.
Students w~re being subjected to verbal abuse, harrassment and unwarranted detainment at the hands of local
authorities . For their own part, the students openly derided
the police, a ssumed belligerent attitudes when even stopped
for identification, and lent willing ears to the latest rumor
about the "pigs ".
It was necessary that some measure of sanity be injected
into the ever heating situation. Thus , a series o{ interviews ,
editorials, and other articles in the Ibis began to investigate
the problem from both sides . We were reluctant to allow the
problem to escalate into confrontation between the elements
involved.
The response to such a campaign by St. Charles environs
including the Chamber of Commerce, Mayor's office, et al
was not pleasant. However, subtle forces behind the scenes
began to move to meet the students on equal ground to discuss obvious descrepencies between the faction's stories.
In late November, following a student poll, the Ibis proposed
the establishment of an independent Student-Police Relations Board to serve as a communication facility between
students and police. The committee was officially established on February 8, 1970. Since the first meeting the role
or the board has been expanded in scope, though not intention, to serve the students in their relations with the police.
We see this {unction as one totally divorced from any admin,strative procedure concerning the arrest of a student or
group
of students. The board has, as its first r es}hlrl•
sibility, the furtherance of good s tudent-police relations,
not the informing of the administration or any other group
on campus, except involved students. as to the information
to which it has privy. To not conduct itself with a factional
interes t, though this interest tnay coincide idealogically with
the board's . The basic tenet of the board's posture is to combat factionalism, not to serve it , and to do otherwise would
be to s ubvert its own intentions.
The board, then, in our view, s hould continue in its present
state without influences from adminis tration or faculty and
provide the means of communication between students and
police for which purpose it was es tablished.
The Relations Board has, thus far, been a success. It has,
in viewing problems, served as a stopgap to rumor on sev-

Published bi-monthly by the students of The Lindenwood Colleges, St.
<lwles, Missouri 63301 . Phone: 724-9427. The views and opinions expteaed in The Ibis are the responsibility o f t he Edito rial Board and are not
necessarily those of the faculty, administration, or the students of The Linden•
wod C.Olleg,es.

It is the policy of The Ibis•to print letters written to the editor. AD letters must
be signed but names will be withheld upon request. If eeveraf letters are writRD concerning the wne subject the best will be chosen. The Ibis reserves thie
sWat to edit all letten.

era! occasions. It holds the confidence of several students
who have av:illed themselves of its services and this trust
grows daily among others .
The future implications are excellent for the joint committee of police and students. Discussions, according to informed
s ources, are cordial, cooperative, and mutually res pectful.
In such an atmosphere, progress and understanding are certain to flourish.
The Ibis, in conjunction with the Student Association and
the LC II Community, is pleased to have been a part of the
founding of a s o worthy and needed project. In a day when violence and ignorance compel other campuses to march, we have
determined to resolve our mutual problems with the police
and surrounding community through unde.rstandlng, not in
the streets. More important, we are showing it can work.
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Connection between frogs, Black complacency
cars and Winnie the Pooh?
CRAIG McCONNELL, a ma.cl
scientist? No way. Perhaps a
budding Dr. Jeckyll? Wrong
there too.
There was some talk about
the possibility of using frogs
in the biology department to
develop a male contraceptive.
If this is true we have heard
no evidence to support it.
What Craig is actually doing
is trying to ascertain the effect of radiation on unborn frog
eggs. Whether or not a male
contraceptive is indeed developed through this experiment is
a matter of conjecture. Craig
admits he has no hypothesis
but watch out l{ he starts poirting an X-ray gun your way,
he might mess up your eggs.

Using all one hundred and
five of her provocatively packaged pounds to keep the roaring smoking beast under control, ANN AUSTIN arrived back
on campus with a new car. The
lettering on the door informs
the world that this is, indeed,
"The OCficial Indianapolis Pace
Car ". Having "persuaded" her
grandlather to buy the 320 horse
power Olds Cutlass Supreme
only on the Saturday before
classes resumed, Miss Austin
pl'omised that she drove back
from her home "well under the
speed limit," but then pointed
out that It had not passed its
five hundred mile running in
period yet.

.caaMaa11

!AL PACI
INDIANAPOUS SO.

Ann Austin.

Cheer up those or you still
young at heart; it's time once
again for Winnie the Pooh. The
play, a colorful childhood memory for most of us, is being
staged under the direction of
l\fiss Kathleen Krueger. Mis$
Krueger hopes to attract handicapped children Crom the special school districts in St.
Louis to the play. Production
is slated for the nights of April

Kathy Krueger.
Photo by Lysne

30 and May 1 and the afternoon
of May 2.

Photo by Lysne

The Fourth Annual Missouri
College Student Art Exhibition
has presented awards to three
Llndenwood
students. PAT
CLAPP received an honorable
mention for a color woodcut,
"The Silent Majority. " GENE
KOCH won a cash award for
"Geometric No. 1," an acrylic. FRANK HENDERSON r eceived an honorable mention
for his woodcut, "Man" . These
students are among sixty-four
chosen out of two hundred
twenty..nine entries. The award-winning student awards
will be exhibited in a show
traveling throughout Missouri.

Letter to the Editors
In reply to the article ' 'Just
the Facts Please," appearing
in the :\larch 16th issue of
IBIS, I submit the following.
Both the Head Resident and
the Students or McCluer presented a list of names of suspects and a description or the
circumstances surrounding the
theft of a stereo from McCluer Hall.
At the outset there was a
discrepancy between the two
reports, so the President of
the dormitory was contacted
in order that I would have a
consistent set of facts Crom
which to proceed.
The facts stated that the suspects attended Parks College.
Arter a call to Parks College,
it was round that that the.v did

not attend that school. Again
the Llndenwood College students were contacted.
The
(acts were then edited to read
Florissant Valley Junior College as the school of the suspects. Florissant Valley was
contacted and they also had
no record or the suspects being enrolled as students.
Again the McCluer residents
were contacted. Finally after
much deliberation, the name o(
one suspect was tur ned over
to the St. Charles Police who
in turn referred It to the St.
Louis County Police.
This
wa-. d,me because the subject
resided In St. Louis County
and it was out or the jurisdiction or the St. Charles Police.

Cfi!S.~

SPECIAL
COCKTAIL HOUR
MON THAU FRI
4 to 7 PM
FEATURING

now appearing in the evening,
Tuesday through Friday in the

RAVEN'S ROOST LOUNGE
1500 S. Fifth St.

Phone 723•4777
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to

•2011

T.A. Harig
Business Manager

COME ABOARD
NOAH'S ARK

MR. GEORGE LEWIS

Very basically there is no
particular role any black student is predetermined to fulfill. A black student has the
right to assert his individuality as well as any other student.
Though, ''the group"
on this campus is a crucial
part of the social situation or
the black students, the individual must be looked upon as the
most important factor In determining the type of ille each
black person will mold (or himself as a result of committing
himself to four years of the
Lindenwood process of Cormation.

Bass

I did advise the Mccluer
residents that, in m,y opinion,
it would be rather expensive
Cor them to hire a private
detective. They could easily
spend more in fees than the
stereo was ~orth.
This theft was an unfortunate event, particularly since
former McCluer residents paid
for the stereo in the first place.

for the ~ersatile piano magic of

has l!ed, for it hai.
.ack
students. But, of cour!>t!,some
of these points ar e important.
And some aren't.
A black student must bear
the burden of spe~ against
the ills of society. He must
try to condemn. coerce, and
control anyone who impedes
his action. He has been led
to believe that he is the savior of mankind (pr imarily his
brother s and s isters). A black student must alwa.vs be in
the foreCront of every meeting
to voice "the black perspective."
Yet the black student also
must make the GPA. Academics
are the most important point
of being in this present situation. A black student is a student. He has assignments. He
takes Cinal examinations. He
usually puts more of his time
in studies than the average
student.
As he progresses
he is faced with multitudes of
extra activities which conflict
with his studies.

Introducing

never decided not to call
the police. On the contrary,
the Police should have been
called the minute the theft was
discovered.

lEE ANDREWS,
GUITARIST

There has been a definite
shift in the type of black student'
that was recr uited for the present year in contrast to the
1968-69 school year. Or has
there been a shift in the goal
or the black students that has
transformed the image of these
students? What exactly has been
the cause of the complacency
a mong the blacks on campus?
Is it really necessary for the
black student to be at the vanguard of the prevail~ movement on this campus or any
campus for that matter'?
These questions point to a
fundamental issue: the rote of
the black student on any pr edominately white campus. As
a black student, It is necessary
to r ealize that l{ the word black
preceeds student on any campus today it holds a magnitude
of meaning. But these meanings
tend to reflect a morass of
stereotyping. Strikes, riots,
dic;ruptions and expos~s have
revealed deep-rooted pr oblems, have caused seemingly
unbr idgeable polar ization. Rejection of the traditional power
relationship of division from
above and obedience Crom below
is strictly r elated to the image
of the black student. Revealing
the inadequacies, absurdities,
and IT\iustices of ''the system"
have become the only function
a black student can perfor m.
Sponsoring an annual Afro Art
Festival for the celebration of
the Black Arts and the rejection
of the white arts contributed an
integral part of the black student. If these are requirements
for the inclusion or pigmented
people In the class of black
students on the campus, L.C.

Wid tl,s
AAA, AA, A, B & C

OTHER STYLES
HOW IN STOCK/I
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l . . outh denies relevance,
importance of 'what u sed to be'
F. Hood
.\ Cew days ago In gc~'T'aphy, Yoe Y.ere talking about some
agricultural societies once
common all around lht' world
ano nvw almMt disappeared. 1
was reminded of a presidential
address made to the American
Historical Association scveral
years ago by Carl Bridenbaugh
called ''The Great Mutation.''
He said then that the 11oclal and
economic changes of recent decades have been so vast and
fundamental that even historians \\ill have lncreasing difficulty in understanding the
,llOSt. Cur links with a ,tatic,
agricultural way of liJ'e arc
broken completely.
Th b
"mutation" which
breaks our hold on the past ls
reinforced by a present-mindedness wMch seems ch3racteristic oi many young people
today. In their imp;itlence with
the social Corms and ldcologfos
of the past, they deny both the
relevance and the continuing lnnuence of what ust!d to be. This
is a sPrious issue with tho e
or us for whom history ls a
profession. ls it possible that
the study or history has become
irrelevent in such a rapidly
changing world'? On fact, the
study or any or the tradfllona 1
di.. ciplincs is under attack. A
m<!mber or the Modern Language Association said 3l a convention in St. Louis a few months
ago that perhaps the times arc
too critical to allow the teaching
of literature In the next few
years.) But, Cundamentally, the
issue is: is history so tied to
the institutional s tructure that
it b useless to those who want
thoroughgoing social change':'
Or, asked another y,ay, can we
dispense ¥tith our contact with
the past, and what difference
would it make?
These questions cannot be
pushed as Ide. I admlt that we are
in a moment in time when
basic changes in the direction or
the society are fond oC labeling
them tor study ("Renaissance"
or ''Decline o! Rome" for example). While it is true that all
times are transitional, some
times are surely more transitional than others. We are obviously 1n such a time no"' .
:I'be evidences tor this are all
around us. Discontent with much
in our society is endemic with
young people, but it Is by no
means confined to them. We had
on our campus a few mo1rths
ago a middle-aged treasurer of
a finance company who had just
been elected national president
oC the New Democratic Coalition.
We can see lt in the drift
away Crom traditional career"
and traditional definitions or
"succe'is." Service occupations are now highly sought after
by college graduates. The best
o! our graduating cla'lse._ now
often do not want buslne ·-. careers. ~iany large corporations
actively advertise opportunities
to pursue social service ll<'tivitles within the ranks or the
business world.
We can see tt in the changing conditions or lite. The small
town with elm-lined streets,
wnlte-clapboard homes, and
neat little churches used to
be the image of the "real Amer-

Zeppelin receives
standing ovation
By John
Those or you who remember
the overwhelming lhe performance or the now defunct Yard birds will be ecstatic to team
that their vein or excitement
is not forever gone and irre<'overablc. Indeed, the last lead
guitartlst for the Yardbirds,
Jimmy Page, is currently pin.Ying with a band called Led
Zeppelin. During its concert
at Kiel Auditorium last April
11, the group employed many
or the gimmicks that made the
Yardbirds so papular, such as
electronic
ertects,
vibrant
changes In dynamics and ,ocal-gultar Interplay.

Witthaus

was his usual phenomenal selC.
Famous in musical circles Cor
his extremely speedy guitar
runs and licks, he dermnstrated that his playing Is not merely fast rambling, but a very
logical sequence of well-valued
notes. Accompanied by Eastlndlan-soundlng drums, Page's
solo, "White Summer," ( which
was Included on the Yardbirds
last ,\mcrlcan album "Little
Games") was quite tasteful.
But his unusual metabolic life
style some"' hat got the better
or him in spats, resulting in
wrsts of out-of-character
runs. "White Summer'' was
especially delightful because or
Page's use of electronically
amplified harmonics.

tc:a." It obvious!,)· ts not now.
We can see it in the frenetic,
mobile, rootless society we
have become.
lt shows in the belief on the
p;irt or many college students
that we have reached a stage
beyond amuence. We assume
that the society can adequ3tel,y
produce all we can ever need
or 11:mt, and the problem becomes one of, distribution.
Young people are not BY.Cd or
frightened by reference to the
DeprC!;sion or the economic
struggles or their parents. This
sort of post-amuent '-OCiety
Although not unusually loud,
achle,·ed is in itsclC a unique
Led Zeppelin's performance
human experience. :'\o soclecy
was so •'together" that the
has ever achieved this before. Dr. James Hood.
audience was quite engulfed in
Even with these fine musi\\ Ith aII this In mind, where
the force of the music. Bass c!MS the rtavor oC the conPho10 by O'Brien
does history fit in? It rits in
guitartist John Paul Jones must
cert seemed to emanate from
choices in any way except by
because the search !or a new
be commended on his tasteRobert Plant, the vocalist.
chance,
we
need
to
be
aware
of
rationale of life must not be
ful
bass work - never too
Plant is not only a very fine
U1e
alternatives.
conducted in a vacuum. We must
nashy, a lways complimenting
singer but also an extremely
We know that familiar ln,;linot lose contact with the p;ist,
the rest or the music. Jones
dynamic performer. Rightfully
tutlons are going to die around
for if we do, we have no means
also playedtheHammondorgan,
us. We know that this process
proud or Led Zeppelin's music,
or judging the present or planincluding a passable solo. John
"'Ill e'<cite much opposition and
he became irritated at the vocal .
ning the future. This is not a
Bonham' s drum work fitted outwr sts of f,.enzied rans
controvprsy. The \gnew Syndodge to deOect the movement
drome Is real, and it will be
(teenyboppers?) and advised
for change, nor will it in any
more fierce as the change bethem to •• shut up. . . and d_ig
nicely
with
Led
Zeppelin-never
way prevent it. But it \\ill
comes greater. ~J.aintalnlng a
overly ostentatious, but intermusic."
give us some means or "Qualrtrm hold on the p;ist Ytlll be
esting
enough.
Bonham•
s
live
ity control" over the new world
increasingly im.110rtant to us.
drum solo in "Moby Dick" was
The concert ended with a
a,; it emerges. No one supposes
Only by so doing can Y.e hope
quite a bit more technically
standing ovation Crom the near
that any or all change will be
to have some control over the
lnteresting than his performcap;iclty crowd and an encore
good or useful. We do not want
future. That old cllche about
ance
on record, though is was
performance or • 'Whole Lotta'
to be at the mercy or random those who forget the pas t being
perhaps regretable that he did
Love''. Be sure and see Led
change. Without contact with a
condemned to repeat it has soml'
not stray Crom a four-lour rhyZeppelin, at least once in your
rational past, change will be validity afte r all.
thm Jimmy Page, or cou_rse,
llCe.
random.
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Regardless or our imp:itience
with the pace of change at the
moment, there has been ,&n acceleration or movement wlthln
the society which goes back
more than one hundred years.
In that time, many experiments
have been tried and many discarded. The commune, for example, has been tried under a
number or formats, and mos t
The student body Presidency
major in sociology and history,
was a shock to t lnd that "some
everyone who tried it disliked fl. seemed to be the logical finnl Patty plans to attend graduate
people really dislike you and
There is no point in pretending step In a student government school and study in the Cield or what you' re doing.'' She does,
that it Is new or holds unlim- career which began Cour years guidance counseling. She hopes
however, feel that the experience
ited promlse.
ago for Patty Uren. As a fresh- , to work as a guidance counselor
has been beneficial to her in
1 suppose that I am trying to man she
was elected vice at the junior college level.
that she has learned to work
say is this: good intentions arc president of her dorm and as
or the past year she says, with many different kinds or
not enough. The basic process- a junior Patty served as vice
•'The thing that has been most people and this has helped her
es o! society do not change ra- president Cor academic affairs. difficult for me is that I am as an administrator.
pldlY, and we must understand
She believes her main goals in a pasition or having mor e
the system if we hope tochange
for the past year ha,·e been respanslbillty than I have ever
Most or all, Patty says she
it, (or even if we don't want to satlsfacloril,y achle\ied. She en- had before. I've had to cope
has learned that "You just have
change it). The system can often tered the office with the desire with the fact that you can't
to do the best you can for
be used, and it is silly not to to help car ry out some major please everybody." She said it
the most people."
Imo\\ how.
changes which has been instiMan is unfinished. lie Is al- tuted in the past three years.
ways in a state or becoming. Soch social revisions as the
J\rnold Toynbee said on this "no hour s" palicy and a switch
campus several years ago: "Ci- to a judiclal code raiher than
vlllzatlon is a movement, and a social honors system were
not a condition, a voyage and not main points or concern for her.
a harbor.'' Because man needs She !eels that these two points,
to rationalize and justi!,y his especially, have worked out
present and extrapalate his fuwell, along with the great Imture from past e'Cperlences, provements in the eCfectivcness
both personal and vicarious. he of the Presider.l's Council and
must have some systematic
ln student representation In comknoi• ledge and interpretation or mittees.
the pa,;t. Without some precise
lier activities this year have
feeling for his position on the
growing edge or culture, he included serving on the Publiis, quite literally, lost. His con- cations Board and as student
tact with reality is broken. aid for the Director or InterThe impartance of historical cultural Affairs. As student
interpretation is this: at every body president she was autostage an on-going society must matically a member of both
make choices . These choices President• s Cou_ncil and the
Dean's Advisory Committee.
are otten agonizing, often controversial, often u!'lClear. But She rounded out her activities
the choices will make drastic by working two days a week
Patty Uren, who ends her government c:ireer at Lindenwood this
dlCferences in the ure or the as a ret'eptionist. \nd she'll
group. They must be made with- tell you "I do go to class occas- year when !>he turns over the office of Student Body President to
out any ultimate assurance of iono.lly."
the new officer.
Photo by o·e,ien
Mer graduatingwithadouble
the outcome. In order to make

~
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Stu den t

Uren believes her main goals
to he 'satisfactorily achieved'
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'Mysterious and bizarre' controversy
by Bert Brown
Zabriskie Point, contrary to
many reviews, is an above avernge mm, but we feel that the
story behind the rilml~ Is even
better. The Collowl~ excerpt
taken Crom an article appearb\g in the February issue of
~ magazine,
capsulizes
some of the interCerence director Michelangelo \ntontonl
ran into during the course or
production.
The making of
Zabriskie Point has stirred up
a controversy more 111.Ysterfous
and bizarre than the plot or any
..\ntonionJ mm. The director's
view or love and revolution in
l\merica today hai, aroused the
suspicions or a Federal Grand
Jury in Sacramento, California,
or the US. Justice Department
and the F.B.I., or rangers at
Death \'alley -.:atlonal Monument, campus spokemen and
an anonvmous core to ultra-

right-wingers.
The mm Itself has been the
target or attempts at suppress ion which may stun anyone
who takes pride in America's
tradttlonal freedom oC expression.
To understand all ofthetrouble the mm caused, one has
to know what It is abOut. Antonionl says, " Jt is a rum about America.
America is
the true protagonist - the characters young Doria Halprin and
Mark Frechette, are only a
pretext."
Zabr lski Point deals, with
the aUenated youth in America
todav.
The antihero (Mark
Frechette) is a character created around a newspaper clipping
Antonioni had read in a Phoenix, \rlzona newspaper about
a hippy who borrowed a private plane, painted flowers on

it, and then plunged to his
death trying to return it.
In the movie, the character
takes shape In the Corm of
a non-activltist college student
who ends up participating in
a student strike. ln one scene
we see him aim his .38 caliber pistol at a police officer
dur~ the strike. Antonioni
cuts to a shot or the cop falling
to the ground. The next shot
shows the youth running away,
but l'fe aren't sure if he is the
one who fired the shot or not.
From there he borrows an airplane and takes orr for the desert. Antonioni employs the
use or parallel development,
'lO that at the same time we
are intr oduced to the other main
character (Daria Jlalprin)who
is a secretary for a lawyer
(Rod Taylor) worklng for a
land development firm. She

Abbey Road involved with
life styles, dramatic time
by David Churchill
Side Tl'fo of ,\bbey Road Is
as meaningful as the cover
photograph or the Acatles trlding acro-;s the street. JI you
understand "Here Comes the
Sun" as :\ play on the word
"son" then the \\hole becomes
a prQphecy of the Second Coming. Tho Beatles them'ielves
hint al their role or prophets
l'fhen they i:.ing, "Tuesday' s on
the phone to me," as if to say
they had a hot-line to the future
and the "new" man.
The dramatic time of \bbey
Road btwodays. ltbcginsonthe
last dJy or the week, Sunday,
and ends on Monday, first day
o! the new week. Aner the two
introductory numbers, which
state the thesis orthe symphol\Y,
the scene opens Sunday morning
on Mr. and !\frs. ,tiddle-Class
sitting at their breakfast table.
Hubby has his nose burled in
the paper. Hls w!Ce laments,
"you never give me your money," you never give me any
attention, yo.J never talk to me.
Hubby responds: "I tell you all
my troubles but I ,,on't let
you talk with me about them.
I won't let you get through to

me."
The third and most significant hang-up Mits Ull the
Cina le.
Now junior speaks up. With
the whole or his new adult Hre
stretching before him, he reels
lost. llow can someone who
has had so much all his IICe,
wake up one morning and find
that he nas nowhere to go?
But that reeling or having no
where to go is the key, for It
makes us restless, discontent,
it precipitates change.
Now the young man's dream
comes true. He splits. lie steps
on the gas and wipes a tear,
as many or us will do this summer, leaving parents to "hang
in there." It Is not only that
we split physically, but emotionally as well. We say goodby to our mother and rather and
all their early-morning hangups.
Night falls. \\hendawncomes
on \fonday, we hear the thcs is
restated: Here Comes the Sun.
This time we feel ltarellglous
overtones stronRI.Y, The Beatles add the title or "KL~" as

drh s to the desert in search
Calrly old theme with a fairly
o! an unexplained person named
new approach, his message
Jim.
As coincidence would
loses much or it'l potency behave It, the youth mes over
cause o! poor performances
the girl's car and then decides
turned In by both Fr echette and
to buzz It. Eventually the two
Halprin. lie had stated tha, tho
meet on the ground, talk a bit,
characters l'fere only a "prethen dr ive off to Zabriskie Point
text" and that' s how they aPin Death Valley.
peared. It was most refreshing
Following an afternoon seswhen they had nothl~ to say.
sion of talking andrrollckingon
labriskl: Point also lost some
the hills, the couple makes love.
oC its errectfveness due to the
During their love making the
lack or suCClcient Introduction
girl phantaslses numerous couof characters. All of the s udden
.ples having an orgy in the deswe are confronted with two
ert. Later they return to the
people, but we ar e not sure
plane wher e they paint It in a
exactly why they are there, or
psychedelic style, hopefully to
what the motivation Is for their
disguise it. The two then serespective actions. While this
parate. The boy mes the plane
may not pertain directly to the
be.ck to Los Angeles, not knowfurther ing development or the
ing that the police arc waiting
plot, we did have a feeling or
for him. By the time he reauneAsiness throughout the tilm,
lizes that the police are there
as iC there were something haIt's too late. The girl dr ives
sic misslnsz.
to the desert home of her boss,
The photography lent a rewho Is in consultation over a
deeming
quality to the mm,
desert development plan. Afhowever, Y.ith some beautiful
ter much deliber ation,
she
shots or the desert. The use of
drives away fr om the house,
parks her car, gets out, and sound and sllence was also emwatches the houc;e explode. The ployed advantageoinly This
was particularly successCUI
mm ends a'! we watch the
during
the girl's phantasyofthe
symbols or clviliz.atlon blow
house exploding. -\s she drives
up; a television set. a refrigaway we see the explosion,
erator, a closet lull oC clothes,
but we don't hear any noise. \fetc.
Antonionl seems to be making t.er she gets out or the car and
an interesting comment. In- the house explodes again, we do
stead or trying to build a bet- hear the noise. And as we see
the explosion again and again
ter society from one that ls already In existence, It l'fOUld be from d!Cfcrent angles, we hear
more and more noise. ln (act
more pallatable to destroy modern civilization and start all there are so many explooions
'>ver again. The boy mes from and so much nois~ that l'fe aren't
th~ desert, which Is desolate and sure If It Is really happening
isolated, back to a society he or not. Jc; \ntonionl saying that
is trying to change. As soon as a new birth of clvlllz.ation can
he returns he ls destroyed. The really occur, or Ls he just
girl, however, instead oC re- saying, "Wouldn't It be nice?"
turning to civilization destroys
Anyway, It is a good Cllm wlth
at least a part of it by blowinsz a supurb ending. \ubrey has
up the house where the land said that "My only worry about
develc,pment meetlllf L,; taking the rum ls that the kids wlll
place. ,\ntonlonl further reinrip the ,;eats right out of the
forces this view by incluJing theater. " We won't guarantee
the desert orgy scene. We see I.hat Zabriskie Point will effect
human beings CornJcaU~ ln an you that c,trongly, but if Anatmo ;phere
or desolation. tonionl and th~ people at ~{G\{
There are no rules or formal
Yient to all or the trouble to
structure. People are in groups get labrl:,kje Point to the pubor two, three, (our, five, etc.,
lic. the pubUc should at least
and are merely exercisl~ their go and se<: It once. ~abrjskle
primitive animal instincts.
_f2im._ Is now plr.ylng at the
Although AntonJonJ treats a
E.squlre 2.

if to Imply that in adulthood the It is ecstacy itself.
son has succeeded his Cather.
Here the Beatles re-intro\s ill prlmltlve myths, the old dure as a part of the weight
ki~ must come to restore Cer- they bear, the last or the triad
titlty to the land.
or hang-ups:
From now on the Beatles
l never give you my pillow
speak to us Crom the other side
1 onl,y ·end you 111.Y invitaof their conversation. \\e get a
tions,
second look at their parents In
and In the middle of the celthe personci or ''Mean Mr. Musebration
tard'' and "Polythene Pam."
I break down.
The
Beatle'l show u-i that
This verse encapsulates the
we cannot be hung-up about problem or today's youth. We
things we can laugh at. llere
go about sending each other our
Ytc i:.ec that the marital bond
sexual Invitations tn everything
is more thlln legal convention.
l'fC do, but in the sex act Itself
It ha,; become the blood relal'fe break down.
tion or brother and sister.
The society created by our
In the number which Collow'l,
parents allow,; u'l to invite each
the Beatles explore the reother. The pillow,; and the sleep
lationship between the new self of the satisfied are denied to
and the old self. The "she"
us.
they sing about is the sell
The Beatles, as the new man,
which was left behind. "She"
si~ lhls last verse in the !Int
came ln through the bathroom person. They freely admit that
window, suggesting birth in an the sexual hang-upsaretheirs.
unhealthy sexual atmosphere.
This ls their own burden. but
"She" was protected by a silver
the (act that they own up to It
spoon, like the rest or us, the
makes lt a triumph.
product of over-indulgent parents. When we hear that he "quit
the police department," we can
understand that he decided to
stop being up-tight.
The
most
sophlstlcated
statement the Beatles make
concern!~ the new ls that he
mu-;t bear the burden or his
old self. Hts old hang.ups, and
the hang-ups or theirs, Is the
weight which he must carry.
The spirit or Errol Flynn
soclatlon
the basic fundaBut rather than belng an OQ- lives on at the Llndenwood Cotmentals which would enable
presslve task, it is a triumph. leges. This spirit, so notably
them t(I compete on the Intrarampant on the campus in the
mural and inter-collegiate lelast few weeks, has been furvels.
ther nourished by the instiAt the first meeting, Mr.
tution or the Llndenwood FencThorpe
was quick to state
l~ Association. The Associathat fencing was not an easy
tion was formed by a group of
sport and that "two amateurs,
students who were inter ested
hacking away at each other like
in fUrtherlnR their skills with
Errol Flynn can develop more
the foll and sabre.
bad habits than 1 c.an Imagine."
!\fr. Jack rnorpe, manager
He also delivered a short lecor the campus !ood ser vice, has
ture which stressed that fencvolunteered to act as fencing
ing, unlike the rougher team
master to the team. Mr. Thorpe
sports, was prlmaril.)· a sport
has been fencing for fifteen
or the mlnd and that size and
years. lie ls a former member
weight did not count. He
or the New York \thletic Club
stressed the point that ladies
Fencing Team, and has comwere potentially as good, if not
peted widely on the east coast
better, fencers than men owl~
and narrowly in the mid-west.
to their lightness and agility.
Jn his capacity as fencing
He expressed tho ho,e that more
master, Mr. Thorpe hopes to
women on the campus would take
teach the member s of thP asup the sport.

Foil and sabre skills
to be furthered by L.F.A.
Although unofficially formed,
the club ls now under the authority of the Llndenwood College n sports co-ordinate
Chairman, Keith \skenasl. With
funds provided by the ro-ordinate, the Fenc~ Association ls
purct>asing equipment t'> supplement the '!Q.Ulpment donated for practice by Mr. Thorpe.
The club ha.il already schc>duted a meet with Blackbi1rn
College for late May anJ It
seems Mr. Thorpe willhavehls
hands Cull getting his .earn ready
iu titnc. After the meet the
two coaches will put on an info, ma! exhibition tor the ncdgling f,.>ilers. ~L-. Thorpe mentioned that the exhibition was
really a response to a perso11al
chall,..nge Issued by the rival
coach, or as he put it: "He talks
big. We'll see t:ow good he
really ts!"

THE IBIS, PACE EICITT

Beta Chi sponsors eighth annual Campus sports horse show at local Fairgrounds a new enthusiasm
Thee ighth annual Lindenwood
College Horse Show wIll be held
this year on ~fay 2 and 3
at the St. Charles Fairgrounds,
located just west or the bridge
on the south side or Interstate
iO at the Fair Lane exit, St.
Charles.
Performances begin at8a.m.
1:30 p. m. and i:30 p. m. on
Saturday, May 2 and at 11
a. m. on Sunday, \1a.,v 3.
Beta Chi Riding Club or Lindenwood s nsors or the Horse

\;.,
~

Show. will give a square-danceon-borsebach exhibition Saturday night and Sunday at'temoon.
Several features o( the Horse
Show wlll be a Llndenwood College \ lumnae Saddle Seat EQ.uitatton class on Saturday event~. an AHSA (American Horse
Show .\ssociation) llunt Seat
Medal class on Saturday evening. The winners oC these t11.o
classes will be qualified to go
to !\cw York to the l\ew York
International at Madison Square

r.: 1/
/

,,
Ann Hill glance at some of the
tr ophies which "'ill be Ahen at the u nden"'ood Horse Show.

Gardens and the American
Royal in Kansas City, respectivel,y, for final competition.
There will also be Hunt Seat
and Saddle Seat Equitation
(based on the rider's ability)
classes for Llndenwood students only on Saturday after-

noon.
The Undenwood Show, which
is 3 m1!,n'.1~r or the American
Horse \ssoclation wlU have
many new classes !or hunters
and jumpers this year . Some of
these wUI include an Open
\\orkl.ng Hunter class, and Preliminary Jumper classes. Also
new this year are a ~1organ
Park class and an Arabian English Pleasure class.
Tickets may be purchased at
the Llndenwood College stables,
all Beta Chi members, or at
DeMlflr'S Appliance Co., 112
K Main, st. Charles. Admission
is $1 for adults, 50 cents for
students and free Cor children
under 12. Refreshments will be
available on the grounds.

1

Two voUeyb311 teams fight it out on the court.
Photo by Lysne

Sp.u- s arc
seemingl,y eclipsed by other more academic
matters on the Lindcnwood
Campus dur Ing the winter. But
as spring approaches and the
thoughts ot the populus turn
mo:e to contact activities, campus sports ha\'e taken on new
emphasis. With the advent of SO
degree temperatures, thcgrass
afront Hoerner has turned into

the practice neld for back
campus softball games, back
campus has turned lntoapatchwork or sunbathers (a sport?)
and Crisbee throwers have begun the yearl,y battle against
the green.
But beyond this helter-skelter array or talent, tt)ere are
some organized indlvldualscommmcd to the cause or sports
on campus.
The Lindenwood Ladles' Volley Ball Team has at this printing unleashed ih fury on no
less than l>ix rh1tl schools. At
this writing only three games
have been played and the record
stands at one win and two losses. \rter losing to Moiticello
College, the ladles played their
second match that same evening
and trounced Greenville College
in another two out or three series. In the nrst and most cordial display or Linden" ood hospitality the team from Meramec Community College took
a pair or decisions (15-5 and
15-7).
The ladies, In traditional Lind<mwood Cashion, then rolled out
the red carpet to the victors
and served refreshments. (~fon
or LC II, what have we been
missing.)
It's notable that team captain
Kathy Monteleone Is a Junior
Olympic
\ olley Ball pla)er
from earlier days on the w~t
cuast. And In case you think
volley ball ls all refreshments,
Sharon Serre is currently sidelined, by battle wounds received in one or the games.
"This is agood-loohingteam,
lots or potential here," l'lere
the dual comments or ~trs. Joy
Ebest, team coach, and the
handful or LC n men on the
sidelines. or course one can't
help but believe that spectators
Rich Pelter, ~oren Kirksey and
others weren't focusing their
comments on the same potentla 1.
LC D meanwhile has hired
a soccer coach for the iO-71
season in the person or Mr.
Lar ry Volo. ,\ cooch or some
15 year s, who Is presently
coaching a Junior Soccer team
In Cre,·e Coeur, Mr. \ olo has
already planned three away
games l'llth Principia, Westminister and Greenville College.
"Thus far, l'oC have nine conferences. three tournament
games, two scrimmages, and
a group of men that ha,·e to
be In shape by the 12th of September,'' he commented.
"Since LC doesn't open until
the 9th (or September) we've
got to start heavy fundamental
workouts as soon as possible."
Soccer is a mld11.esterngamc
contends ~fr. \'olo, ":---o soccer
team In the country ls complete
without a St. J.ouisan someplace on the squad."

